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QUESTION 1

What is the result if addItem on the repository is never called after createItem call? 

A. The item is not persisted in database. 

B. It is saved automatically when transaction commits. 

C. The item is saved when the server shuts down. 

D. It is illegal and an exception is thrown. 

Correct Answer: A 

CreateItem returns a new item populated with the supplied id. The new item is not added to the repository; addItem
must be called in order to change the repository. 

 

QUESTION 2

Invoking Full Deployment on Production will cause ___________. 

A. Temporary loss of data interrupting a customer\\'s shopping process 

B. Nothing, because if data is already deployed and is current, this action will be ignored 

C. ATG to flush and re apply data on the passive database, switch and then on the other database 

D. ATG to flush and re apply data on the passive database. The active one is not touched to prevent interruption of
data 

E. Nothing, because full deployment is a development activity. It is forbidden when the server is in production mode 

Correct Answer: C 

The atg.deployment.DeploymentOptions.addOption method supplies various deployment-wide settings to the
DeploymentManager\\'s deploy() method. 

FULL_DEPLOYMENT: Causes a full deployment, where only add operations are included in the DeploymentData, and
the deployment deletes any information in the target repositories or virtual file systems that is not included in the 

DeploymentData. 

Note: 

Full Deployment 

A full deployment comprises two steps: 

*

 assets are deleted from the target site. 

*
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 All changed assets from the deployed project, and all appropriate existing assets, are deployed to the site. 

Full deployments can be time consuming and resource intensive if the site has a large number of assets. 

However, it is especially useful (and sometimes necessary) to refresh assets when they are modified directly or are
corrupt. It is also practical for small sites with few assets, as it can be performed relatively quickly. 

Note #2: 

*

 Configuring and Running a Full Deployment 

In the following procedure, you perform a full deployment to transfer assets from the Publishing server to the Production
server. Assets are persistent, publishable objects such as scenarios, user segments, and HTML files that are used by 

ATG applications. After the initial installation and configuration through CIM, the ATG Store assets exist on the
Publishing server but they must be deployed to the Production server to be accessible from the ATG Store website. 

*

 Full Deployment 

A full deployment copies all assets from the asset management server to a target site. A full deployment comprises two
steps: 

All assets are deleted from the target site. 

All assets from projects that are currently and previously deployed to the target site are written to that site. 

Note: A full deployment to a one-off target only includes assets from checked-in projects. Assets from deployed but still-
active projects are excluded from the deployment. 

On a site with many assets, full deployments can be time consuming and resource intensive. Initiate a full deployment in
order to refresh all site assets, especially when they are modified directly or are corrupt. 

 

QUESTION 3

Which repository is used to store information about converted orders? 

A. /atg/commerce/order/OrderRepository 

B. /atg/commerce/order/abandoned/AbandonedOrderLogRepository 

C. /atg/userprofiling/ProfileAdapterRepository 

D. Converted orders information is not stored in the repository. 

Correct Answer: B 

The Abandoned Order Services module defines an AbandonedOrderLogRepository that stores information about
converted orders. Converted orders are previously abandoned orders that subsequently have been checked out. The
AbandonedOrderLogRepository is located in Nucleus at
/atg/commerce/order/abandoned/AbandonedOrderLogRepository. 
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QUESTION 4

What do you need to do to disable ATG\\'s Out-of-the-Box behavior of persisting order change? 

A. Set /atg/commerce/order/OrderTools.persistOrders = false 

B. Set/atg/commerce/order/OrderManager.persistOrders=false 

C. Set /atg/commerce/ShoppingCart.persistOrders = false 

D. ATG does not allow you to modify this behavior. 

Correct Answer: C 

Understanding the ShoppingCart Component The ShoppingCart component is responsible for storing and managing a
customer\\'s shopping carts. It maintains the customer\\'s current shopping cart that is used during the purchase
process, and it stores any other shopping carts that have been persisted by that customer. These shopping carts are
represented as atg.commerce.order.Order objects in the ATG Commerce object model, and represented as order items
in the Order Repository. 

 

QUESTION 5

What is the state of a newly created order? 

A. CREATED 

B. INCOMPLETE 

C. PROCESSING 

D. NO_PENDING_ACTION 

Correct Answer: B 

ATG Commerce provides the following configured instances of the state classes, which are located in us at
/atg/commerce/states/: 

OrderStates: indicates the states of an Order. 

For the display names of states: 

ORDER.INCOMPLETE=INCOMPLETE ORDER.SUBMITTED=SUBMITTED 

For the descriptions of states: ORDERDESC.INCOMPLETE=The order is incomplete ORDERDESC.SUBMITTED=The
order has been submitted to Fulfillment 
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